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YouTube Suspends Paul for Saying Masks Are Useless
Against China Virus. Cited Fauci. Another Biden Advisor
Said Likewise on CNN

AP Images
Rand Paul

If you’re an advisor to President Joe Biden,
you can say that most face masks do nothing
to stop the spread of the China Virus. 

If you’re GOP Senator Rand Paul of
Kentucky, you can’t.

Thus, when the New York Times and other
media reported that YouTube had suspended
Paul’s account after he shared a video in
which he asserts it, they didn’t mention
Michael Osterholm, director for Infectious
Disease, Research, and Policy at the
University of Minnesota. He says the same
thing.

Leftist contrarian Glenn Greenwald dug up
Osterholm’s remarks on CNN from less than
two weeks ago to point out the double
standard.

Leftists cheer when Big Tech locks down free speech.

A badge of honor . . . leftwing cretins at Youtube banning me for 7 days for a video that
quotes 2 peer reviewed articles saying cloth masks don’t work.

If you want to see the banned video go to Liberty Tree https://t.co/gsTUwuLZGL

— Senator Rand Paul (@RandPaul) August 10, 2021

The Video

The video is not the one that Paul shared and invited the wrath of radical Representative Rashida Tlaib,
the hysteric from Michigan.

Instead, Paul spoke with Newsmax and said cloth and disposable masks don’t stop transmission of the
deadly Asiatic pathogen. He observed that Anthony Fauci admitted that fact privately, but said the
opposite publicly. Fauci wanted to protect the supply of N95 masks that actually do prevent
transmission.

Quoting Fauci’s private beliefs, Paul said that “most of the masks you can get over the counter don’t
work because the virus particles are too small and go right through them. That’s still true. They don’t
work. There’s no value. And yet we’re mandating them by law.”

Thus, Fauci is “promulgating bad science” and “pseudoscience.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/11/business/youtube-rand-paul-covid-masks.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/11/business/youtube-rand-paul-covid-masks.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/11/business/youtube-rand-paul-covid-masks.html
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/about-us/cidrap-staff/michael-t-osterholm-phd-mph
https://t.co/gsTUwuLZGL
https://twitter.com/RandPaul/status/1425210718568202243?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://thenewamerican.com/radical-tlaib-blasts-paul-for-resist-mask-lockdown-video-then-dances-maskless-at-a-wedding/?utm_source=_pdf
https://rumble.com/vkyc0u-dr.-paul-addresses-dr.-faucis-mishandling-of-the-covid-19-pandemic-with-new.html
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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Paul said school kids needn’t wear masks outside, particularly if they are participating in sports,
because doing so is unhealthful, and “there’s no science to say you’re preventing disease.”

“It’s a disservice to the public,” he said. Fauci admitted that he lied, Paul said, but “it was a lie for our
own good.”

And so yesterday, YouTube suspended Paul’s account for a week. He can’t post new videos. But the
move by the social-media site’s “left-wing cretins” is a “badge of honor,” Paul tweeted.

Greenwald, Osterholm

Bad as that move looks, it looks even worse given that Biden’s own science advisor —  again, Osterholm
— said what Paul said on August 2 to CNN talker Christine Amanpour.

Here's what DR. Osterholm, not just an epidemiologist but the Director of the Center for
Infectious Disease Research and Policy at the University of Minnesota and Biden's own
former COVID adviser, said on PBS. Read this: you can't say this on
YouTube:https://t.co/zUqx18B2uQ pic.twitter.com/oNNSwBX9D8

— Glenn Greenwald (@ggreenwald) August 11, 2021

“I think we’ve all done a disservice to the public,” Osterholm said. “When you actually look at face cloth
coverings, those cloth pieces that hang over your face, they actually only have very limited impact in
reducing the amount of virus that you inhale in or exhale out.”

The science, in other words, shows that masks don’t work.

Continued Osterholm:

And in fact, in studies that have been done show that if an individual might get infected
within 15 minutes in a room, by time and concentration of the virus in the room, if you add a
face cloth covering, you only get about five more minutes of protection.

And so, I’ve been really, unfortunately, really disappointed with my colleagues in public
health for not being more clear about what can masking do or not do.

Although N95 masks do stop transmission of the virus, Osterholm said, “telling people that, in fact, just
putting a face cloth covering on is going to protect you is just simply not true.”

He said much the same thing to CNN’s John King before that, Greenwald noted.

Here's Dr. Osterholm on CNN saying exactly the same thing that @RandPaul just got
suspended from YouTube for saying: that cloth masks, as opposed to N95s, provide very,
very little protection. Why can yo say this on CNN or PBS but not
YouTube????pic.twitter.com/gHJodnERL7

— Glenn Greenwald (@ggreenwald) August 11, 2021

Leftists have become statist authoritarians in cheering YouTube’s censoring of Paul, and Big Tech is
acting at the behest of government, Greenwald averred, which means censorship isn’t strictly a
corporate decision.

http://www.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/2108/02/ampr.01.html
https://t.co/zUqx18B2uQ
https://t.co/oNNSwBX9D8
https://twitter.com/ggreenwald/status/1425483495455997953?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
http://www.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/2108/02/ampr.01.html
https://twitter.com/RandPaul?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/gHJodnERL7
https://twitter.com/ggreenwald/status/1425486313831243778?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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“Just look at the number of liberals cheering and justifying YouTube’s suspension of Rand Paul for his
comments on masks — ones echoed by Biden’s own former COVID adviser — and you’ll see why this
faction is completely authoritarian,” he tweeted. “They crave corporate speech policing.”

Just look at the number of liberals cheering and justifying YouTube's suspension of Rand
Paul for his comments on masks — ones echoed by Biden's own former COVID adviser —
and you'll see why this faction is completely authoritarian.

They crave corporate speech policing.

— Glenn Greenwald (@ggreenwald) August 11, 2021

“There’s one key point overlooked in discussions of Big Tech censorship,” he continued:

Even if you want to reject the view adopted by the House Antitrust Committee that these are
monopolies, their censorship is *not* purely “private company” decisions. They’re coerced
by Dems to censor.

Over the last year, Congressional Dems —  at least 3  times — have summoned the CEOs of
Google, Facebook and Twitter and *explicitly threatened that they’d be punished with laws
and regulations if they don’t censor more. That makes it quasi-state action.

Over the last year, Congressional Dems — at least 3 times — have summoned the CEOs of
Google, Facebook and Twitter and *explicitly threatened that they'd be punished with laws
and regulations if they don't censor more. That makes it quasi-state
action.https://t.co/KBMZpFiSzL

— Glenn Greenwald (@ggreenwald) August 11, 2021

https://twitter.com/ggreenwald/status/1425492971605184517?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/KBMZpFiSzL
https://twitter.com/ggreenwald/status/1425500635634491395?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe
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Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
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Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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